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The Blossoming of Ignorance:
Uncertainty, Power and Syncretism
Amongst Mongolian Buddhists

Saskia Abrahms-Kavunenko
The University of Western Australia, Crawley, Australia

abstract Discussions of religious ignorance have arisen contemporaneously with
postsocialist frustrations and uncertainties in Ulaanbaatar. My interlocutors responded
to discourses of Buddhist ignorance in a number of apparently contradictory ways. Mis-
trust, religious reverence, ambivalence or fear often coexisted with excitement,
exploration and creation. Through frequently describing their own or others’ ignorance
about Buddhism lay Buddhists indicated that Buddhism, and the renewed possibilities
of knowledge or ignorance about Buddhism, was a site of considerable importance. Also
indicated was a change in Buddhist epistemologies from the pre-socialist era. This
article discusses how talk about religious ignorance in Ulaanbaatar presented itself
in a variety of complementary and conflicting ways: as a reflection of anxiety over
lost traditions, a source of power and deference, and as a blossoming space for
hope and religious enthusiasm.

keywords Buddhism, ignorance, uncertainty, postsocialism, Mongolia, globalisation

I would say that I’m a Buddhist, but sometimes I’m not sure, because if I say that I am
a Buddhist then I should have a good knowledge of Buddhism. In fact, I don’t have
enough knowledge on Buddhism to say that I am a Buddhist. But still, I say I am Bud-
dhist. So I want to know more about Buddhism to say proudly that I am Buddhist.
(Tsevelmaa, 39)

During my fieldwork in Ulaanbaatar from 2009 to 2010, I often heard
Mongolian lay Buddhists express concerns about religious ignorance.
It was explained to me that after over 50 years of socialist religious

repression, knowledge about Buddhism in Mongolia had been lost, monastic

ethnos, 2013 (pp. 1– 18), http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/00141844.2013.844193
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lineages had been broken and most lay people no longer understood Buddhist
rituals and ideas. For the majority of my interlocutors, narratives surrounding
religious experiences were infused with uncertainty and doubt, and most felt
unsure about which religious practitioners to trust. Interactions with religious
institutions often exposed feelings of dissatisfaction, rather than providing spiri-
tual consolation.

Yet, in Ulaanbaatar, religions of all kinds were discussed with great enthu-
siasm. Most people that I spoke to had met with numerous religious special-
ists, read a variety of books on spirituality and attended a diverse range of
religious rituals, sacred places and retreats. Instead of being overwhelmed
by frustration and uncertainty, religious ignorance enabled exploration,
improvisation and creation. For some, ignorance about the meaning of
objects, rituals or philosophy led to religious objects, rituals or people with
‘special information’ being infused with extra significance and power. For
others, ignorance created a desire to know and provided a space into
which a bricolage of ideas and practices could flow. For most, religious
ideas and practices combined all of the above: frustration and uncertainty,
mysticism and power, and an impulse to learn or fill in perceived gaps in reli-
gious knowledge.

By constantly referring to religious ignorance, my urban Mongolian interlo-
cutors indicated that religious unknowing was a site of importance. Ignorance
about Buddhism was collectively identified as a conspicuous site amongst an
infinite set of possible unknowings. This identification of Buddhism as a site
of importance has its roots in nationalist discourses, some of which have
equated Buddhism with Mongolian national identity (Kaplonski 2004).
During the Democratic Revolution (1989– 1990), Mongolians started looking
back to their pre-socialist past in order to define a new identity that contrasted
with those encouraged by the socialist government (Humphrey 1992; Kaplonski
2004). The opposition to the socialist regime symbolically used Buddhism,
Mongol bichig, the traditional Mongolian vertical script that was replaced by
Cyrillic in 1941, and exemplary figures from the past, such as Chinggis Khan
(Genghis Khan), to formulate alternative identities (Kaplonski 2004). National-
ist and religious discourses about tradition provided an anchor for Mongolians
who were struggling to deal with new and unstable social and economic land-
scapes (Kaplonski 2004; Rossabi 2005).

My middle class urban interlocutors discussed religious ignorance in three
main ways. Each of these, in turn, related to broader anxieties and/or possibi-
lities in urban Mongolian society. First, feelings of ignorance and uncertainty

ethnos, 2013 (pp. 1– 18)
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frequently led to the mistrust of public religious figures. When this mistrust
occurred, people looked for other sources of religious guidance, often in the
private sphere or from alternative public religious figures. Second, ignorance
surrounding sacred objects or rituals could increase their perceived power.
This perception of power led some to engage with religious specialists or
rituals, while pushing others away, or fuelling ambivalence, fear and/or
apathy. Finally, ignorance was sometimes seen as a space that could be filled,
that encouraged a drive or desire for knowing. In this way, ignorance democra-
tised religious education. Religion was not entrusted to religious specialists
only; instead, it was conceived as something that was not known but something
that could be known. Ignorance was a space into which new ideas from a range of
sources could flow.

During my fieldwork I did participant observation with and interviewed
two distinct groups of lay Buddhists. The first, whom I will be discussing in
this article, I have termed ‘cultural’ Buddhists. These are lay Buddhists who
irregularly visited local temples and lamas for ritual efficacy and were influ-
enced by nationalist versions of postsocialist Mongolian identity. Because of
the difficulties of locating a central meeting place for these participants, inter-
views and discussions were with people that I came into contact with in my
daily life. As a result, this sample of Mongolians tended to be middle class,
highly educated and mostly spoke fluent English. The second group with
whom I studied, or ‘reform’ Buddhists as I have labelled them (borrowing
from Sinclair 2008), regularly attended globally run Buddhist centres. These
centres were ‘reform’ in the sense that, like Sinclair’s use of the term to describe
Buddhists in Kalmykia (2008), they were attempting to ‘repair’ Buddhist
lineages that they viewed as having strayed from doctrinal traditions during
the socialist period. These global Buddhist organisations offered regular
classes to lay people teaching doctrine and contemplative practices, as well
as running temples that imparted monastic discipline to monks and nuns.
The socio-economic statuses of these participants were diverse and only a
few spoke English. The activities of reform Buddhists, like the participants
in Cook’s ethnographic research in Thailand (2010), reflect global trends
towards lay engagement with meditation and Buddhist philosophy. Unlike
cultural Buddhists, reform Buddhists did not foreground talk of religious
ignorance; indeed, discussions of religious ignorance were mostly absent. I
noticed greater consistencies in their religious exegeses and they tended
to express their ideas with a confidence that I did not find amongst cultural
Buddhists.

ethnos, 2013 (pp. 1– 18)
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The Anthropology of Ignorance
Anthropologists have traditionally tried to elucidate cultural knowledge

within a culture’s own internal logic. Due to the emphasis placed on knowledge
formation, very little attention has been paid to a culture’s self-identified gaps in
knowledge (High et al. 2012). The anthropologist positions herself or himself as
an outsider explaining the inner logic of a culture’s actions and beliefs. It was
generally assumed that a culture’s ignorance is beyond the informants’ abilities
to comprehend. When Evans-Pritchard (1937) described the Azande he
attempted to explain how the Azande’s religious beliefs about witchcraft
were rational within the group’s own cultural beliefs. As High et al. contend,
Evan Pritchard’s ethnography:

depends on attributing two orders of ignorance to the people he is describing: they
are unable to think outside of the web of belief that provides the categories of
thought, and they are also unable to recognize the arbitrary nature of these categories
because they can only think within them. (2012: 13)

As anthropologists have become increasingly aware of the porous nature of cul-
tural boundaries (Appadurai 1996) and the limitations of cultural translation
(Rosaldo 1980), this focus on culture-bound knowledge production has been
replaced by investigations about how certain groups are disempowered
through their exclusion from knowledge (Bourdieu 1977) or increases
in certain types of knowledge may be constitutive of hierarchies of power
(Foucault 1978).

Drawing attention to the cultural awareness of ignorance has recently
become a topic of interest for anthropologists both in Inner Asia (Buyandel-
geriyn 2007; Mair 2007; Højer 2009) and elsewhere (Gershon & Raj 2000;
Berliner 2005; High et al. 2012). Knowledge, as theorised in the social sciences,
tends to focus on what we know, rather than those things that are known
to be unknown or are believed to be unknowable. New ethnographies of
ignorance attempt to examine this gap by investigating fields of ignorance
that are culturally mobilised. As High et al. write of culturally elaborated
ignorance:

They are often valued states produced and sustained intentionally, sometimes as the
result of significant effort; sometimes people work to produce these states of ignor-
ance in themselves, sometimes they produce them in other people. They combine
metacognitive aspects – essentially theories of ignorance – with emotional, habitual,
and social ways of relating to a body of knowledge that is not known. (2012: 7)

ethnos, 2013 (pp. 1– 18)
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These unknowns are considerable sites of importance. High (2012) explores
ignorance as a positive social value amongst the Waorani of the Amazon. To
deny knowledge about shamanism is also to deny being a shaman, a position
that is loaded with antisocial bias amongst the Waorani, as the human–
animal relationships that shamans develop can interfere with social relation-
ships (High 2012). Flora (2012) discusses discourses of ignorance as a means
of replacing negatively valued talk about suicide causality in Greenland. In
Greenland, the speaker’s words, as well as the speaker, have agency and can
cause terrible results. Flora writes that in order to avoid potential cycles of
harm, Greenlanders avoid discussing the reasons why someone may have
wanted to take their own life (2012). In Inner Asia, Buyandelgeriyn (2007) has
discussed the generative relationship that concerns about shamanic ignorance
have on the proliferation of shamanic rituals amongst the Buryats in Mongolia,
Højer (2009) has written about the compelling nature of religious ignorance in
Mongolia and Mair (2007, 2011) has described how ignorance and detachment is
an important part of Buddhist practice in Inner Mongolia.

Early anthropological explorations of Buddhist societies tended to focus on
how the lived experiences of lay Buddhists demonstrated knowledge or ignor-
ance about Buddhist doctrine. Buddhist societies were measured against core
Buddhist texts and lived experiences were often seen through the lens of how
they deviated from those texts (Tambiah 1970; Gombrich 1971; Southwold
1978; Spiro 1982). As Cassaniti writes ‘there had been a tendency in scholarly
work to isolate Buddhism as an objective system that only elites can understand’
(2006: 59). The expectations that middle class lay Buddhists have about religion
in contemporary Ulaanbaatar challenge this assumption. One of the continu-
ities from the socialist period has been the educational aspirations of the
middle class. Most middle class interlocutors are self-conscious about their
own religious ignorance and tend to be dissatisfied with attending religious
rituals that they do not understand. After decades of state sponsored atheism
and high levels of literacy, approaches to religion involve expectations about
religious education that challenge the idea that all religious practices are inher-
ently mysterious and beyond their reach as non-monastics. Ideas about what
can be known and what should be known are changing, at least amongst Ulaan-
baatar’s educated urban middle class.

This postsocialist epistemological transformation seems to have arisen con-
temporaneously with the syncretic and heterodox nature of religious beliefs and
practices amongst cultural Buddhists in Ulaanbaatar. Somewhat surprisingly,
this change had very little reference to the religious ontologies of the religions

ethnos, 2013 (pp. 1– 18)
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that were interacted or identified with. Ignorance, though centralised by my
interlocutors, was not discussed with explicit reference to the contents of Bud-
dhist, shamanic, monotheistic or New Religious Movement’s religious doctrines
or soteriologies. Instead lay Buddhist elaborations of ignorance were typified by
the same kinds of improvisation that were characteristic of their broader religi-
osity. Whilst lay Buddhist relationships with religious ignorance formed dis-
cernable patterns, in each of my conversations these were presented in
unique ways. Just as religious knowledge was collated, interacted with and
transformed, so too ignorance, as a form of culturally elaborated unknowing,
was understood in multifaceted and often contradictory ways.

This article is not an examination of ignorance within Buddhist doctrine or
ideas of ignorance amongst those Mongolian lay Buddhists who are familiar
with it. Whilst my reform Buddhist interlocutors demonstrated an understand-
ing of the relationship between unknowing as it characterises the experiences of
those who are not yet enlightened, they did not identify ignorance about Bud-
dhism as a site of importance. Discussing her interlocutors’ perceptions of the
Buddhist concept of anicca (impermanence), Cassaniti writes that:

If a man says to me that he feels distraught when his daughter leaves for Bangkok, the
textual accounts might claim that he does not understand the Buddhist idea of imper-
manence because if he did he would understand that nothing is permanent, and he
would be calm and unemotional. This conclusion seems problematic at best,
because if someone truly understands impermanence he or she will have attained
release from the very thing that the Buddha said was the core of human suffering.
The person would not just be Buddhist, he or she would be enlightened. (2006: 83)

Within Buddhist philosophy, unless one is enlightened, there is a necessary
degree of religious unknowing. Enlightened realisation comes only after count-
less lifetimes of committed religious practice. Like my reform Buddhist interlo-
cutors, Cassaniti’s informants’ sense of unknowing is a demonstration of their
understanding of Buddhist philosophical concepts. Their explanations
recounted in relation to their livelihood illustrate relatively consistent concep-
tual understandings (Cassaniti 2006). The significance of ignorance about Bud-
dhism, rather than within Buddhist philosophical and soteriological concepts,
was mentioned by my reform Buddhist interlocutors only as it related to
their frustration about other lay Buddhists or monastics in Mongolia. As
regular attendants at global Buddhist educational classes, reform Buddhists
were apparently not disturbed by the frustration and uncertainty that character-
ised cultural Buddhist ideas of ignorance. The topic of ignorance as it relates to

ethnos, 2013 (pp. 1– 18)
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doctrinal understandings amongst lay Buddhists is an interesting one, but not
one I will cover here. This topic, as I will discuss below in relation to Mair’s
work in Inner Mongolia (2007), requires a level of understanding about Bud-
dhist doctrine that my cultural Buddhist interlocutors continually stated that
they did not possess.

Although ignorance about Buddhism characterises cultural Buddhist reli-
gious ideas and practices, and in this way could be argued to constitute their
religiosity, I contend that this is qualitatively different from the ways that Cas-
saniti’s (2006), Mair’s (2007) and my own reform Buddhist interlocutors under-
stand religious ignorance from within Buddhism. For cultural Buddhists,
religious ignorance as seen as a complex but potentially temporary condition,
rather than a state of unknowing inherent in religious practice.

Postsocialist Uncertainty: Trust and Religious Practitioners
Like other parts of the Soviet world, the socialist period in Mongolia was

characterised by heavy restrictions on religious activities. In the 1930s, reflecting
Stalin’s religious purges in Russia (Moses 1977), Buddhist lamas were impri-
soned, killed or forced out of monasteries. All but one of the almost 800 mon-
asteries were shut down, and only one monastery in the country was allowed to
operate, the Gandantegchenling Khiid, which was reopened in the early 1940s
as a showpiece for foreign dignitaries. As a result of this fierce oppression,
religion was forced out of the public sphere into the private sphere. Tamara
Dragadze described this shift as the ‘domestication of religion’.

On the one hand it embodies the idea of shifting the arena from public to private,
from outside the home to its interior. On the other hand, it also signifies the
harnessing and taming of that which seemed outside the control of ordinary
people. (Dragadze 1993: 144)

As public religious institutions were suppressed, religion moved into the private
domain of the home where ideas, practices and objects were either passed down
from generation to generation, hidden, rejected or forgotten.

In the early 1990s, after the shift to a democratic system, the growth of Bud-
dhism led to the rapid increase in the number of Buddhist institutions and lamas
in the capital. Yet, for most cultural Buddhists, religious education still hap-
pened in the private sphere. All but one of the cultural Buddhists I interviewed
visited temples at least once a year and visiting temples was a key way that cul-
tural Buddhists confirmed their religious identity. However, the relationship

ethnos, 2013 (pp. 1– 18)
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between most cultural Buddhists and Buddhist institutions was somewhat
strained. Most felt unsure about the quality of the education that religious prac-
titioners received, and more than a few were cynical about lamas’ motivations.
Whilst some lay Buddhists had a particular lama that they regularly visited,
most did not, and there was a sense amongst most of my interlocutors that,
whilst some lamas were very good, not all could be trusted. Like Buyandelger-
iyn’s Bury at interlocutors (2007), people were concerned about the motives for
becoming a monastic, whether lamas had learnt from a proper lineage, and
whether they could perform rituals properly (Buyandelgeriyn 2007). In addition
to these concerns some of my participants worried about the relaxed attitudes
towards monastic vows, which meant that most lamas were married or had girl-
friends and there were few restrictions on the consumption of alcohol, which
occasionally was used as payment for ritual services. Some Mongolian monas-
tics and cultural Buddhists considered these variants to be a part of the Mongo-
lian tradition, whilst others saw them as a transitory, yet necessary, part of the
transition to rebuild strong Buddhist institutions (Jadamba & Schittich 2010).

In addition to these concerns, cultural Buddhists tended to be self-conscious
about their own ignorance in religious matters and the activities at temples did
little to ameliorate this feeling. At temples, prayers were read in Tibetan and
personal visits to lamas focused on astrological or practical advice for help
with worldly problems rather than for soteriological ends. As Oyunbileg, a
middle class woman in her early 30s, described:

At least the sūtras should be translated into Mongolian. . . for the ordinary people are
able to understand what is in there... Even for the lamas themselves, they have to be
educated about what they are reading you know... You pay for something and you get
something back. But there is no such spiritual part involved in it you know. You go to
a store and you pay some money and you buy something. It’s exactly the same way
that you would behave in the monastery. You go there, you pay for it and you get
back something. But what is missing is there is. . . a lack of a spiritual part... They
don’t educate much. . . there is this public space, public sphere, missing at the mon-
astery. It’s very crowded and there is really a special part missing. . . In a Christian
church, or in a Catholic church, you can really see it. There’s plenty of nice room
and space and it’s clean and they do a lot for the prayers and there is always some-
thing going on.

Like Oyunbileg, many of my interlocutors felt ambivalent towards their experi-
ences at Buddhist temples. Many said that they did not understand the rituals,
that religious knowledge was poor amongst monastics, and there was a feeling

ethnos, 2013 (pp. 1– 18)
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amongst some that the religious experience in temples was, in some ways,
detracted from by the fiscal interactions between monastics and lay people.
As a result, most cultural Buddhists learned about religious matters from
alternative places. Friends and family members, living or dead, were frequently
referred to in discussions of religious concepts and practices. Many of my inter-
locutors also referred to folk beliefs and alternative religious doctrines such as
Christianity and New Religious Movements when explaining core religious
concepts. New Religious Movements, such as those headed by Sri Sri Ravi
Shankar and the Supreme Master ChingHai, were often referred to when
describing core religious concepts. These groups tended to be seen primarily
as assemblages of personal development techniques. The three most popular
of these taught meditation and yoga, preached the value of vegetarianism,
and explained core Buddhist concepts such as karma, reincarnation and enlight-
enment in their own ways.

The uncertainties surrounding religious specialists reflected the general feel-
ings of uncertainty in the postsocialist urban context of Ulaanbaatar. Whilst
many aspects of the city were thriving, since the socialist period ended, the
capital has seen a dramatic increase in population, unemployment, corruption,
crime, alcoholism and domestic violence (Rossabi 2005; Højer & Pedersen
2008). In this context, it was hardly surprising that Mongolians were searching
for alternative forms of stability. The rupture that occurred in the 1990s was not
just marked by political changes, it also profoundly shifted the Mongolian
socio-economic landscape and removed the moral imperatives that people
had during the socialist period.

Mysticism, Ambivalence and the Power of the Past
Concerns about ignorance and mistrust of public religious institutions were

not due to a lack of belief in the power or efficacy of religion. The public
destruction and desecration of religion by the state has not always lead to a
weakening of belief in religious power (Højbjerg 2002; Berliner 2005;
Højer 2009). As Lars Højer argues, in Mongolia, the socialist government’s per-
secution of religion in some ways strengthened people’s belief in it.

Socialism’s attack on its imagined enemy backfired, because not only did socialism’s
imagination of superstition serve to eradicate such superstition, but it did – while
eradicating it – bring it into existence as superstition: that is, as something which
was important and powerful enough to necessitate destruction. The point is that
the force of destruction and the sheer amount of energy expended on superstition

ethnos, 2013 (pp. 1– 18)
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mystified ‘mystification’. It fashioned an entity and gave it potential life. Much ‘super-
stition’ was lost, surely, but simultaneously an imagined space of absence was created.
People were made to know that certain things existed of which they did not, and
should not, know, and the negative came into being and gained power by virtue of
being subject to destruction. (Højer 2009: 579)

By taking religion and repressing it, the socialist government made of religion a
powerful and unknown entity that must have been worthy of repression. Whilst
many Mongolians told me that their families had practised Buddhism in secret
during the socialist period, religion was negatively valued, obfuscated and
rejected, and construed as powerfully lurking, by the socialist government.

The correlation between knowledge about religion and the strength of belief
is not always positive (Højbjerg 2002; Berliner 2005; Mair 2007; Højer 2009;
Pedersen 2011). Many lay Buddhists told me stories about how the improper
treatment of sacred items or places had lead to ill effects. Solongoo, a govern-
ment employee aged 30, told me that in the Zavkhan province there was a
mountain called Otgontenger who contained the Buddhist deity of Ochirvaang
(Vajrapā?i). In the past, the mountain’s river was used for Buddhist prophecy
and people threw gold and silver cups into the water to determine whether
or not they had good karma. As she described, ‘in 1990, some people took
the bowls that people put out for the gods... Afterwards this province had diffi-
culties for four years’. Tampering with sacred sites or religious objects was con-
sidered to be dangerous and stories about people who tried to, or successfully,
destroyed religious sites were common amongst lay Buddhists (see also Hum-
phrey 1993).

Whilst the negative consequences endured by those who damaged places or
objects of religious significance were often reported to be the result of greed for
power or money, ignorance about the proper treatment of sacred objects could
also cause misfortune. As Oyunbat, a middle-aged man originally from the
countryside, recalls:

When I was a child my younger sister had a problem. She was one year old but she had
a serious illness. My parents went to many hospitals many times for about one year. But
she wasn’t well. One time my aunt went to a Buddhist lama who mereglekh [divines].
You use coins. This lama said that they had some Buddhist Burkhan [Buddha, deity,
god] at home but that the Burkhan was not in a suitable place. After that my aunt
came to my home she said that to my parents. We found a Burkhan picture. About
two years before my grandmother died and she had some Burkhan, some pictures.
But we didn’t have any religion so after she died we put them in there [gestures like
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a cupboard]. We searched and we found them and we relocated and renewed them.
After that my younger sister was well. I was young, about 10 years old, but I thought
that this is not ordinary. This is not simple. The lama has powers. The lama knew
about this. So I believe in religion, I believe in Buddha.

Many people reported that a story or experience of a religious practitioner’s
extra-normal powers caused them to believe in Buddhism. Yet, belief in the
potential powers of religious practitioners did not always result in people enga-
ging with religious specialists. As Højer describes, in Mongolia, strong beliefs
are often characterised by avoidance rather than engagement (2009: 578).

I noticed that a lack of knowledge and experience was often characterised by
avoidance and fear, especially in relation to shamanism. Most of my lay Bud-
dhist interlocutors described shamanism as a strange and powerful religion
that they did not understand.

I’m afraid of shamans because very recently I read a book about the healing of the
horse boy. In this book in Khovsgol Lake this reporter says that they went to the
number one shaman... And this shaman said, ‘after I make this ritual you should
leave after my performance because many other elements that we cannot see will
come and they might hurt you. I can protect myself’, this shaman said, ‘but you
cannot. That’s why it is better for you to leave very soon’. This is my understanding.
Shamans they call many other elements and then I cannot protect myself.
(Odgerel, 50)

Odgerel said she would rather be cautious in religious matters than expose
herself to powerful religious practices that she did not understand. This quote
also provides an example of the diverse ways that lay Mongolians educated
themselves about religion. The Horse Boy (Isaacson 2009), which Odgerel had
read in English, was a non-fiction story and documentary written by an
English-born author based in Texas whose child had autism. Upon discovering
that his son’s condition appeared to improve around horses, the family travelled
to Mongolia in order to combine shamanic healing and horses. This book, and
the descriptions of shamanism that it contains, provided Odgerel with the
foundation for her interactions with Mongolian shamanism.

Occasionally ignorance of religion lent itself to apathy and ambivalence.
Sarangerel, a middle-aged professional originally from Bayankhongor, told
me that she went to a shaman after her husband left her and her three children.
Looking for some ‘extra help’ with the problem she sought advice from a dom-
estic female astrologer who divined with Tarot cards (an unusual medium for
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divination amongst Mongolians who usually use coins or anklebones). During
the session she was advised to go to see a shaman. As she recounts the experi-
ence:

He was wearing interesting clothes and jumping and doing many things. I was sur-
prised. Then he read this book and is singing words slowly, slowly. I couldn’t
catch the words. And after that my friend said, ‘Did you hear the words?’ And I
said, ‘no, why? Did I have to hear?’ And she said, ‘yes, he tells you everything that
you have to do’. But I didn’t hear [laughing]. (Sarangerel)

Encouraged by her friends she later visited another shaman because her son was
ill with jaundice. When I asked her if the shaman helped her that time she
responded ‘did it help or the doctor help? I don’t know.’

This uncertainty about the efficacy of people in positions of religious auth-
ority also extends to lamas and other religious figures. Whilst a number of
people said that they asked lamas for advice, most said that they would only
follow the lama’s suggestion if they thought that it was correct. A young pro-
fessional, Nergui, in his mid-20s told me that he would only listen to a lama’s
advice if he believed that it was right and if he already knew that they could
be ‘trusted’. This was especially important if he asked them for specific
advice, which he believed they were more likely to get wrong. This kind of reli-
gious pragmatism was common amongst the people I spoke to. People sought
advice about problems but if it contradicted what they already thought,
especially if they did not know the lama well, they would decide for themselves.
As Nergui said, not all lamas are good or tell the ‘truth’ so lamas need to be
tested before they can really be trusted.

Unlike Buyandelgeriyn’s Bury at interlocutors, whose search for authentic
shamans led to an increase in shamanic rituals and the ongoing search for
more ever more powerful shamans, uncertainty surrounding lamas has led to
a kind of religious pragmatism that encourages lay people to seek information
and ritual efficacy from a variety of religious specialists and non-specialists.
Most cultural Buddhists mentioned interactions with an assortment of religious
traditions when explaining their religious beliefs and practices and it was
common for people to visit many religious specialists when a problem occurred
as a way of hedging their bets. As Solongoo said later in the interview:

You know, last year my mum died and people said, ‘you need to visit the lama or the
shaman and they will help your mum go to heaven’. And me and my dad visited
everyone, Buddhists, Christians, everyone, but now I don’t know if it’s true or not.
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Like Sarangerel who visited allopathic medical centres, lamas, astrologers and
shamans when her son was sick, Solongoo wanted to make sure that she had
the best possible chance of helping her mother so she visited numerous religious
specialists. This religious pragmatism, as well as promoting diversity in the
kinds of religious specialists that one can access, resulted in highly divergent
and syncretic religious exegeses amongst my cultural Buddhist interlocutors.

Ignorance as Space: Creativity and Syncretism
Ignorance is seen as a resource, or at least a spur or challenge or prompt: ignorance is
needed to keep the wheels of science turning. . . The regenerative power of ignorance
makes the scientific enterprise sustainable. . . We need ignorance to fuel our knowl-
edge engines. (Proctor 2008: 5)

Given the project surrounding the anthropology of ignorance it may seem
strange to be using the above quote to elucidate Mongolian Buddhist ideas of
ignorance. Yet, this feeling of a gap that can be filled, as discussed by Robert
Proctor, dominated my discussions with middle class lay Buddhists. This rep-
resents a change in Mongolian epistemologies from pre-socialist times. Prior
to the socialist period, when lay Buddhists felt that they could rely on the
advice of ensconced religious specialists for religious matters, I doubt that the
same kinds of concerns about religious ignorance would have featured in discus-
sions about Buddhism. As Sneath (2009) writes, during the Soviet period,
accompanying the introduction of electricity throughout Mongolia, the
words for enlightenment (Mong. gegeerel) became synonymised with the term
‘to educate’ (Mong. gegeeruulekh). The socialist period transformed a term that
was previously reserved for high lamas to one that was available to people at
all levels of society.

Decades of Soviet style education, religious disconnection and repression,
along with the importation of new religious groups each with their own under-
standings of religious education, have transformed the very nature of what it
means (at least for middle class urban Mongolians) to be religious. There was
a feeling amongst my interlocutors that Buddhism is presently unknown, but
that it can be known. Just as the uncertainties embedded in religious ignorance
reflected the uncertainties in the city, this aspect of religious ignorance rep-
resented the feeling of vibrancy and hope, which, in spite of the myriad difficul-
ties in Ulaanbaatar, pervaded city life (Pedersen 2012).

Interestingly, these findings contrast those of Mair’s work in Inner Mongolia
(2007, 2011). Amongst his Inner Mongolian interlocutors, religious ignorance
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was explained as an essential part of religious understanding, not as something
to be overcome. His lay Buddhist informants acquiesced their desires to know
through a discourse of Buddhist detachment. As only enlightened beings can be
truly knowledgeable about Buddhist doctrine, lay people’s ignorance is seen as
part of the essential nature of ignorance that we ultimately have about all things.
As he writes:

It does not arise out of an absence of knowledge alone. It is in fact, on the
contrary, a kind of knowledge, since the more elaborate an awareness of ignorance
the believer develops, the more he or she knows about what is unknown. (Mair
2011: 19)

Ignorance, for his participants was seen as an expression of humility and
passivity, along with a deep understanding and trust in religious authority.

This style of relationship to religious ignorance was not something that I
found amongst my cultural Buddhist interlocutors. In general, ignorance was
discussed in a negative way, whilst those family members or friends who
were considered knowledgeable about religion were positively described. In
the cases, where ignorance was preferred, like Odgerel’s relationship with sha-
manism (see above), it was due to the fear of the power of religion. Most of the
informants who spoke about the inevitability of unknowing as it related to Bud-
dhism, were reform Buddhists amongst whom a significant amount of Buddhist
doctrine was already understood. For these informants their knowledge about
Buddhism was seen to be limited by not having reached enlightenment, as only
an enlightened person can truly understand Buddhist doctrine. Interestingly,
almost as an inversion to Mair’s findings, reform Buddhists spoke very
little about, and seemed unconcerned with, their own personal religious ignor-
ance.

In some of my conversations, an active attitude towards religious education
was linked to global religious organisations or religious figures. In others, it
seemed to come from the pedagogical ideas imbedded in secular education
(influenced by decades of socialist enforced atheism). For example, Sarantuya,
a 41-year-old professional woman, referenced both in her dissatisfaction with
the low levels of doctrinal education at temples. As she explained:

Now I’m improving. I want to follow Buddhism in a more practical way. Because
Mongolians, as you know, approach this issue without theory. When the Dalai
Lama came to Mongolia several years ago he said to Mongolians ‘you should
study the theory of Buddhism. Without theory you can’t pray’. He found that
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Mongolians just pray without any theory. But my understanding of religion is more
scientific.

In order to follow the Dalai Lama’s advice Sarantuya attended two week long
retreats run by Sri Sri Ravi Shankar’s Mongolian group,1 was reading books
about Christianity and by the Dalai Lama, had attended a couple of classes
run by a Thai Theravada monk (who visited Mongolia for a short period)
and was visiting local temples once or twice a month, at the time of the inter-
view. She was seeking astrological advice from a ‘red’ lama (Mong. Ulaan
Shashin, Tib. rNying ma pa, a lineage of Mahayana Buddhism) and read the
mantra of Chenrezig (Mong. Janraisig, Tib. spyan ras gzigs, Sans. Avalokiteśvara)
and the Medicine Buddha (Mong. Manal, Tib. Sanjai Manla), every morning
and evening before eating. Knowledge about religion, for Sarantuya, did not
have to be gained exclusively through Buddhist sources, a trend that I
noticed amongst most of my informants.

Most of the people I interviewed presented a tolerant attitude towards other
religions and these were frequently seen as potential sources of rituals or edu-
cation. As Sarantuya explained:

As you know Chinggis Khan [Genghis Khan] respected all religion. I think that he
liked to say, ‘we are living under the one sky’. It means, I think, that he means that
there is only one God. But the approaches are in different ways. They are talking
about the one thing from different sides.

In this quote, Sarantuya uses Chinggis Khan as an exemplar who gives Mongo-
lians a moral impetus to be tolerant towards other religions (see also Humphrey
1997). Because religions were thought by many of my informants to be the same
thing ‘from different sides’, most participants were happy to educate themselves
about Buddhism through multiple different sources. The most common of
these were from New Religious Movements, in particular, Sri Sri Ravi Shankar’s
group, and books about monotheistic religions (the bible and the Kabbalah) or
self-help psychology.

The tendency to access numerous sources, along with infrequent temple
visits, created diverse responses to questions about core Buddhist concepts
and ritual practices. As education at public Buddhist institutions tended to be
limited and people were often uncertain about public religious specialists,
most cultural Buddhists learned about religious practices and doctrine in the
private sphere. Because of attitudes towards religious education the gaps that
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most people had in their religious understandings were filled with ideas from
friends, family members or ideas from other religions.

Conclusion
Religious ignorance in Ulaanbaatar mobilises and is mobilised in a number of

interacting ways the predominant effect of which has been the perceived pro-
liferation of Buddhism as a site of possible knowing. First, the uncertainties
and mistrust that surrounded lamas and public religious institutions mirrored
apprehensions about capitalism, corruption, lost tradition and education.
Second, beliefs in the potency of religious rituals, sacred landscapes and arte-
facts were made more powerful by the former socialist state’s attempts to
destroy religious traditions. Third, by creating the sense of a possible space of
knowing, talk about religious ignorance encouraged religious exploration as a
way of ‘filling in’ knowledge gaps. Due to the ambivalence that many of my
interlocutors felt towards public religious institutions, this was often done in
reference to ideas and practices that they had learned from the domestic
sphere and from a wide range of (Buddhist and non-Buddhist) religious
mediums. The resulting diversity of (often eccentric) religious exegeses reflected
the increasingly polyvocal and cosmopolitan city that Ulaanbaatar had become.

By frequently discussing their own and other people’s ignorance of Bud-
dhism, my urban middle class interlocutors identified Buddhism as a site of
importance. Rather than being a city emptied of religious interest, Ulaanbaatar
was effervescent with religious and spiritual activity. Discussions of religious
ignorance highlighted feelings of uncertainty and mistrust, whilst simul-
taneously providing a space that allowed enthusiasm, creativity and improvisa-
tion. Whilst cultural Buddhists identified Buddhism as part of their cultural
tradition, they were also heavily influenced by the alternative religious philos-
ophies that were flowing into (and out of) the capital. Because of the perceived
spaces created by discourses of religious ignorance local and translocal ideas of
all kinds were able to be syncretised into new religious understandings. Reli-
gious ignorance, rather than dispossessing Mongolians of religion, was encoura-
ging a flowering of religious improvisation and syncretism.
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Note
1. Sri Sri Ravi Shankar is the spiritual head of a Hindu-based New Religious group that

was very popular in Ulaanbaatar. On their weeklong retreats (taught by Mongolians)
participants were told to eat only vegetarian food. They learned how to meditate,
practised yoga and listened to spiritual and moral lectures.
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